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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to estimate a multivariate variable cost
function in order to analyze the cost structure of a sample of Italian water
distribution companies.

The empirical results of this study could be used by the Italian Regulation
Authority of this sector for two purposes: first, to improve the actual tariff
regulation process, based on a benchmarking of variable costs, and second, to
define the optimal size of a service territory in this sector.

A variable cost function was estimated using panel data for a sample of
32 water distribution firms operating at the provincial level over the period 1991-
1995. Results indicate the importance of explanatory variables such as price of
labor, water loss and service area characteristics.

                                                
♣ We are grateful to CISPEL and NOMISMA for general assistance in constructing the database
for the empirical analysis. We would also like to thank Gina Poncini for proofreading the final
version of this paper. The views expressed in this paper are strictly personal. Responsibility for any
remaining errors lies solely with the authors.
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Results also indicate the existence of economies of output and customer
density and the presence of small diseconomies of scale.

1. Introduction

In most countries, water distribution companies have a monopoly

franchise to deliver water within their service territories, and for this reason a rate

regulation by a regulatory commission is necessary.

This raises the problem of determining proper rates for the delivery of

water. On the one hand, prices should be high enough to guarantee the viability

of the regulated firm; on the other hand, prices that are set too high cause welfare

losses. Because of asymmetric information, the regulator does not know the firm’s

true costs. High costs may be due to the firm’s particular production situation or

just because of its inefficiency.

In Italy, as in other European countries, a regulatory reform was

introduced in the water industry in 1994 in order to give the water companies

better incentives for efficient production and pricing1. In particular, with the

introduction of a new law for the water industry, the Italian government wanted to

implement a new method to regulate tariffs based on an incentive regulation

approach2.

The regulation method adopted by the Italian Regulation Authority is

based on the yardstick regulation approach proposed by Shleifer (1985). In

practice, the tariffs adopted by the water distribution companies have to be

approved by the regulation authority, which make a decision on the basis of a

benchmarking analysis of the variable costs of the companies.3 This

benchmarking analysis is performed using the estimation results of a variable cost

function estimated using a data set for only one year for a sample of Italian water

distribution companies.

                                                
1 See Law n. 36/94.
2 See Laffont and Tirole, 1993.
3 The typical tariff used by the Italian water distribution companies is a two-part tariff, with a fixed
and a variable component. The benchmarking analysis is performed only on the variable part of
the tariff.
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The purpose of this paper is to make a contribution to the regulation

process by estimating a multivariate variable cost function using panel data for a

sample of Italian water distribution companies. Therefore, in the empirical part of

the paper, we specify a variable cost function, which incorporates as explanatory

variables some service area characteristics that are not taken into account in the

model used by the regulation authority.

This article is organized as follows. In the next section we present the

regulation of the Italian water distribution sector. In section 3 a variable cost

function for water distribution companies is suggested. In the fourth section the

database for the estimation is presented. The estimation results follow in section 5.

Section 6 reports the conclusions.

2. Tariff regulation of the Italian water distribution sector

The Italian water industry is composed of approximately 6,000 companies

and is highly fragmented. For instance, there are water companies serving less

than 5,000 customers and companies serving more than 300,000 customers.

Some water companies operate at a provincial level, whereas others operate at a

municipal level4. These companies, mostly public, are characterized by two main

activities: production and distribution of water. Production involves the operation

of facilities such as wells, pumps, storage facilities and purification plants.

Generally, the concession for the service is assigned directly from the local

policy maker (provinces or municipalities) to publicly-owned firms, without a

tendering process5. Therefore, the water companies operate as legal local

monopolists. Moreover, the tariffs of these water distribution companies are

regulated at the local level. There are few cases of private companies in this

sector.

                                                
4 In Italy there are 103 provinces, and each province consists of a number of municipalities.
5 Law no. 448/2001 (“Legge Finanziaria”) has recently introduced compulsory competitive
tendering for local public services. Law no. 448/2001 also defines the so-called “safeguard
period,” so competitive tendering will be actually operational only in few years.
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The rationale for the regulatory reform of 1994 introduced by the central

government was the necessity to curb local balance deficits.  For instance, the

reform introduced the full cost pricing principle, so revenues have to cover all

costs. Moreover, as already pointed out, with the introduction of this reform, the

central government wanted to promote cost efficiency in this sector. For this

reason, the reform introduced a regulation of the tariff at the national level based

on a yardstick approach. In practice, each firm defines its own tariff composed of

a fixed charge and a variable component and submits this tariff to the regulation

authority for approval. The tariff is approved only if the level of the variable

component does not exceed a range of approximately 30% with respect to the

benchmarking value obtained using the estimation results of a variable cost

function.

To correct the yardstick for the heterogeneity of the production process of

water companies, the regulator uses the estimation results of a multivariate

variable cost function. This cost function includes some observable output

characteristics as explanatory variables. Thus, this model allows cost differences

due to the heterogeneity of output to be corrected.

The parametric variable cost function for water distribution (also called

“Metodo Tariffario Normalizzato,” MTN) that the Italian Regulation Authority

proposes for calculating and evaluating the tariff is the following:

 COAP = 1,1*VE0.67*L0.32*IT0.1*E0.2*UTDM/UTT+EE+AA (1)

 

 where:

 

 COAP: = operating expenditure (millions lire/year)

 VE = volume of water delivered  (thousand m3/year)

 L = length of distribution network (km)

 Utdm = measured volume of water delivered to householders

 UtT = total users (sum of householders and non householders)

 EE = expenditure for electricity (millions lire/year)
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 IT = average pumping head

 AA = expenditure for water bought (millions lire/year)

 

 The parameters of this mathematical expression have been obtained by

estimating a variable cost function for a sample of 20 companies for the year

1991. The model specification employed by the Regulation Authority reflects the

model estimated by Steward (1993) for a sample of UK water companies.6

 Of course, a change in some coefficients of expression (1) could

significantly change the values of predicted variable costs and, therefore, the

results of the tariff calculation and evaluation process.

 In the next section, we present the estimation results of a variable cost

model, which, in comparison to the model (1) utilized by the regulation authority,

includes more explanatory variables and has been estimated using panel data for

a larger number of companies.

3. Specification of a Variable Cost Function

The costs of operating a water distribution system are the costs of building

and maintaining the water system (distribution pipes, wells and springs), and of

measuring and billing water. The water distributed by the companies comes from

wells, springs and rivers or lakes. The main factors these costs may depend upon

are:

(a) the total number of customers served;

(b) the type of consumer;

(c) the size and the morphology of the distribution area;

(d) the total water sold;

                                                
6 Steward (1993) estimated a variable cost function for a sample of water companies from the
United Kingdom using a Cobb-Douglas functional form. As explanatory variables Steward
considered: volume of water delivered, length of the network, share of water delivered to non-
domestic consumers and the load factor.
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(e) the system of water collection (from springs, from wells, from rivers or from

lakes);

(f) the length of distribution pipes and

(g)  the input prices.

The most recent studies on the estimation of a cost function for the water

industry distinguish the output scale effect from the network scale effect. For

instance, Kim (1987), Kim and Clarc (1988), Fabbri and Fraquelli (2000) and

Mizutani and Urakami (2001) examine the existence of economies of scale based

on cost model specifications which include as explanatory variables some network

characteristics variables.7  The inclusion in the cost model specification of a

network variable, such as the length of the pipe, is very important for the analysis

of the cost structure of this sector. For instance, even if the size of the output of

two water distribution companies is the same, the cost level could be different

because of different network size.

For the specification of the cost model, we have considered a water

distribution company with three inputs, labor (L), capital (K) and energy (E),

which distribute a single output Q to a number of customers CU on a water

system of size N, which can be defined, for instance, by the length of the water

system. The number of customers and the network size can be considered

network characteristic variables.

If it is assumed that firms are not in static equilibrium with respect to one

factor of production, capital stock, and that the firm minimizes variable cost, a cost

function can be written as:

),,,,,,,( TDTLOCUNKPlQCCV = (2)

                                                
7  The paper by Fabbri and Fraquelli (2000) is the most recent analysis on the cost structure of a
sample of Italian water distribution companies. These authors estimate a translog total cost
function using a cross-section of 173 water companies. Therefore, in contrast with our study,
Fabbri and Fraquelli (2000) use cross-section data and assume that the water companies are in a
long run equilibrium. In the model specification, they consider the following explanatory variables:
price of labour, energy and materials, volume of water delivered, number of consumers, proxy of
population density, price of water bought and treatment costs.
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where CV represents variable cost and Q is the output represented by the

total cubic meters of water distributed, Pl is the price of labor.8 The size of the

water system is measured by the length of the pipes (N), and the extent of the

water system is measured by the number of customers (CU). LO is the percentage

of water loss in the distribution pipes of the companies and is calculated as the

ratio between the amount of water pumped into the pipes and the amount of

water consumed by the customers.  K is a proxy for the capital stock, which in this

study is defined as the number of water wells employed by a company. Of course,

we recognize that this proxy variable for the capital stock may not represent the

actual amount of capital stock. Unfortunately no data on the balance sheet are

available which would allow the calculation of the capital stock using the

perpetual inventory method. DT is a dummy variable bearing value 1 if the firm

distributes water that has to be treated chemically before distribution and 0 value

otherwise. The treatment is necessary in a situation when, from a medical point of

view, the quality of the water does not reach a predefined standard and,

therefore, is not drinking water. T is a time variable, which captures the shift in

technology representing change in technical efficiency.

The properties of cost function (1) are that it is concave and linearly

homogeneous in input prices, non-decreasing in input prices and output, and

non-increasing with respect to capital stock.9

Estimation of cost function (1) requires the specification of a functional

form.  Generally, the translog cost function offers an appropriate functional form

for answering questions about economies of scale and density.  However, as

pointed out by Guyomard and Vermersch (1989) and by Filippini (1996), by

estimating a translog variable cost function with a high number of explanatory

variables a multicollinearity problem can arise. To determine whether

multicollinearity between output and capital stock is causing a problem, we follow

Judge et al. (1988) and Greene (1993) and examine the condition number of the

                                                
8 Unfortunately data on fuel prices are not available. However, according to some managers, the
fuel price is more or less the same for all water companies. Therefore, the effect of this input price
on cost is considered in the constant.
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explanatory variables. As expected, we found high values of the condition number

mostly for the interaction variables of the translog functional form that include

output, capital and the number of customers. For this reason we decided to

employ a Cobb-Douglas functional form, which, in comparison to the translog

form, reduces substantially the number of explanatory variables in the cost model.

The major limit of this functional form is that the value of the economies of scale is

constant.

The Cobb-Douglas form of (2) is

itTDTK

LOPLCUNQ

TDTK

LOPLCUNQCV

εααα

αααααα

++++

+++++=

ln

lnlnlnlnln)ln( 0                  (3)

4. Data

The models are estimated for panel data of publicly-owned water

distribution companies serving Italian municipalities and provinces.

Our study is based principally on a database managed by CISPEL (the

National Association of Local Public Service Firms), which collects financial and

production data yearly for a sample of 50 water distribution firms. Additional

technical and economic information was taken from a database on this sector built

up by NOMISMA and by using a questionnaire sent to firms.

After this information was collected and data sets merged, the data consists of

a sample of 32 water distribution firms for which all required data are available. For

the estimation, panel data for five years, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 and 1995, have been

used. The required data include the total cubic meters of water distributed per year, the

total km of the water distribution system, the average price of labor, the average loss

of water in the distribution and the technology adopted in the water system.

Total yearly variable cost is equated to the sum of direct costs10 and labor

costs. Average yearly wage rates are estimated as the labor expenditure divided

by the number of employees.

In Table 1 we present some statistics concerning the variables considered

                                                                                                                                            
9See Cornes (1992), p. 106.
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in model (2).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics

Variables Unit of measurement 1.Quartile

(small)

Median

(medium)

3.Quartile

(large)

Variable cost Italian Millions £. 1,820 4,398 6,748

Labor price Italian £ for

worker unit

58,638,000 63,606,000 69,690,000

Capital stock 3 12 25

Output Cubic meters of

water

3,811,000 6,772,000 14,217,000

Water system Linear Km 146 228.5 748

Water loss 0.098 0.172 0.258

Number of customers 4,828 14,004 28,374

No. of  0 No. of 1

Dummy  for treatment of

water

Takes the value 0 or

1

29 3

5. The variable cost function results

With regard to choice of econometric technique, it should be noted that in

the econometric literature we can find various types of models focusing on cross-

sectional variation, i.e., heterogeneity across units.11 The three most widely used

approaches are: the OLS model, the least squares dummy variable (LSDV)

model, and the error components model (EC). The fact that the variable cost

function (2) includes explanatory variables that remain constant over time

excludes the possibility to estimate equation (3) by LSDV. Therefore, equation (3)

has been estimated using the OLS and the EC models.

The estimated coefficients and their associated standard errors of the cost

model (3) are presented in Table 2. The estimated functions are well behaved.

                                                                                                                                            
10 Direct costs are costs of purchased goods and services.
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Most of the parameter estimates are statistically significant and carry the expected

sign.

To test whether individual effects are present we ran a Lagrange

Multiplier test for the random effects model. The result of this test favors the

random effects model over the OLS model. However, the estimated coefficients,

apart from some exceptions, do not vary very much between the two

specifications.

Since total cost and the regressors are in logarithms, the coefficients are

interpretable as cost elasticities. Most of these coefficients have the expected signs

and are significant. The output elasticity is positive and implies that an increase in

the production will increase variable cost. A 1% increase in the quantity of

distributed water will increase the variable cost by approximately 0.6%.

The cost elasticities with respect to the size of the water distribution

system, to the number of customers and to the loss of water are positive and imply

that an increase in these variables will increase variable cost.

The cost elasticity with respect to the output found in this paper is very

similar to the one employed in the parametric cost function (1), whereas the

values of the cost elasticity with respect to the network length are different.

Table 2. Variable cost parameter estimates (standard errors in parentheses)

Coefficient OLS Random-effects (GLS)

Constant 7.071***

(2.274)

8.900***

(1.917)

?Q 0.689***

(0.045)

0.603***

(0.091)

?N 0.191***

(0.052)

0.275***

(0.097)

CU 0.176***

(0.049)

0.185***

(0.089)

                                                                                                                                            
11 See Greene (1993) for a presentation of the panel econometric approaches.
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LO 0.010**

(0.006)

0.008**

(0.010)

?PL 0.327***

(0.132)

0.237**

(0.107)

K -0.005

(0.006)

-0.007

(0.013)

?DT 0.472***

(0.095)

0.411**

(0.217)

?T -0.002

(0.016)

-0.031

(0.007)

Adjusted R2

0.954 -

             *, **, ***: significantly different from zero at the 90%, 95%, 99% confidence level.

The labor cost share is positive, implying that the cost function grows

monotonically in this input price.

A well-defined variable cost function should be non-increasing with

respect to capital stock. The coefficient of capital stock is negative but not

significant. This result indicates, as normally expected in cost theory, that a

marginal increase in the capital stock does not cause an increase in variable costs.

However, this result has to be interpreted carefully because of the kind of proxy

variable used in the model for the capital stock.

As expected, the coefficient of the dummy variable DT is significant in

both models. This result shows that companies that have to treat part of the water

chemically (transformation into drinking water) show higher costs than the other

companies.

The inclusion in the cost function of the number of customers and the size

of the service territory allows for the distinction of economies of output density,

economies of customer density and economies of scale. Following Caves et al.

(1981), Roberts (1986) and Filippini (1996, 1998), we define economies of output

density (EOD) as the proportional increase in variable costs brought about by a

proportional increase in output, holding all input prices, the number of customers

and the size of the water system fixed. This is equivalent to
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We will talk of economies of output density if EOD  is greater than 1, and

accordingly, diseconomies of output density if EOD  is below 1. In the case of EOD

= 1 no economies or diseconomies of output density exist. Economies of output

density exist if the average costs of a water distribution company decrease as the

volume of water sold to a fixed number of customers in a service territory of a

given size increases.

Economies of customer density (ECD) are defined as the proportional

increase in variable costs brought about by a proportional increase in output and

the number of customers, holding all input prices and the size of the water

distribution system fixed. Economies of customer density (ECD) can thus be

defined as

CU
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∂
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+

−
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We will talk of economies of customer density if ECD is greater than 1,

and accordingly, diseconomies of scale if ECD  is below 1. In the case of ECD  = 1

no economies or diseconomies of customer density exist. This measure is relevant

for analyzing the cost of distributing more water to a fixed service territory as it

becomes more densely populated.

Economies of scale (ES) are defined as the proportional increase in

variable costs brought about by a proportional increase in output, the number of

customers and the size of the water system, holding all input prices fixed.

Economies of scale (ES) can thus be defined as
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We will talk of economies of scale if ES is greater than 1, and accordingly,

diseconomies of scale if ES is below 1. In the case of ES = 1 no economies or

diseconomies of scale exist. This measure is relevant for analyzing the impact on

cost of merging two adjacent water distribution companies.

Table 3 presents the estimates of economies of output density, customer

density and economies of scale calculated using the estimation results from model

GLS. We note that the indicators for economies of output density and customer

density are greater than 1, whereas the indicator for economies of scale is lower

than 1. This means that the majority of the Italian water distribution companies

operate at an inappropriate low-density level, but, in terms of size, they

experience a weak situation of diseconomies of scale.

Thus, water distribution companies that increase output, the number of

customers, and the length of the pipes proportionally will not experience

economies of scale.

Table 3. Economies of scale and density

EOD 1.46

ECD 1.16

ES 0.95
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The estimated indicators of economies of output and customer density

can clarify the efficiency of side-by-side competition at all points of a given service

territory versus monopolistic provision of water. The finding shows that the cost of

serving a market of size y over a municipal territory with one water company is

lower than the cost of serving the same market with n competitive companies,

which install parallel water distribution pipes everywhere. Moreover, the merger

between two companies with adjacent water distribution systems will, because of

diseconomies of scale, not allow a decrease in the average distribution costs. The

results in terms of economies of density and scale confirm the values obtained by

Fabbri and Fraquelli (2000), who estimated a total cost function for a cross-

section of 173 Italian water distribution companies.

Finally, the estimation results presented in Table 2 could be used to

predict average costs for water distribution companies with different area

characteristics and, therefore, perform a yardstick price regulation as suggested by

Shleifer (1985).

For illustrative purposes we utilized the econometric results reported in Table 2 to

estimate the average distribution costs for water utilities with different network

sizes. Table 4 shows the results of this simple simulation exercise.

Table 4 Predictions of the average cost for a medium-sized water distribution in

Lire per cubic meter, 1995 prices

Medium size company
without chemical treatment

(DT=0)
 (output: ~ 7,000,000 m3

and
customers: ~ 14,000)

Medium size company
without chemical treatment

(DT=1)
 (output: ~ 7,000,000 m3

and
customers: ~ 14,000)

Length of the network
126 km 366 550
Length of the network
248 km 412 622
Length of the network
748 km 569 857
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The results reported in Table 2 confirm that with the increase in the size of the

network, the average costs increase (scale effect).

6. Conclusions

In the water distribution sector, the Italian regulator has adopted an

incentive regulation approach based on the idea of yardstick regulation suggested

by Shleifer (1985). The benchmarking procedure contained in this regulation

approach consists of the comparison of the actual variable costs of the companies

against a benchmark performance calculated using the econometric estimation

results of a variable cost function estimated for a cross-section of a sample of

Italian water companies.

The purpose of this study has been to estimate a variable cost function

using panel data for a sample of 32 Italian water companies, in order to analyze

the economies of scale and density and to compare estimation results with those

employed at present by the Italian Regulation Authority.

The two most important improvements of our model in comparison to the

one used by the Regulation Authority are: the use of panel data and the inclusion

in the cost model of some new variables such as the number of customers, the

price of labor and the percentage of water loss in the distribution pipes.

The conclusions of our study are the following:

1. There are economies of output and customer density.  These findings

indicate that there would be efficiency losses if individual customers were

served by more than one water distribution company.

2. There is no evidence that larger service areas result in any economies in

water distribution. This means that a merger between two companies with

adjacent service areas does not substantially decrease average cost.

3. The coefficient of chemical treatment is significant. This confirms the

relevance of geographical and morphological variables in water cost

estimation. In this perspective, the inclusion of geographical and

morphological variables in the variable cost model specification seems very

important in order to obtain an effective tariff regulation.
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4. The cost elasticity with respect to the output found in this paper is similar to

the one employed by the Italian Regulation Authority. However, the cost

elasticity with respect to the network size found in this study is different from

the one employed by the Italian Regulation Authority. These results confirm

that caution should be exercised in using the estimation results of a variable

cost function in the tariff regulation process.. In fact, predictions on average

costs, and, therefore, yardstick regulation, should be based on a carefully

and robust specified cost model.
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